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Some P aradoxes as to I nflux 

H ugo Lj. O dhner

Students of philosophy may well be surprised that Swedenborg 
in the Intercourse of Soul and Body— the work on influx pub
lished in London, 1769— should attribute to Descartes Sweden
borg’s own concept of Spiritual Influx and at the same time identify 
this theory with the system called Occasional Causes (ISB I, 
19: 3 ). For certainly the Spiritual Influx which the Writings 
describe as accordant with “ order and its laws’’ (ISB  1) is very 
different both from Descartes’ statements and from the explana
tions of the Cartesians as these are presented in most texts on the 
history of philosophy. The question naturally occurs as to whether 
Swedenborg misunderstood Descartes and his followers, or used 
their terms erroneously. But the present writer believes that an 
examination of the subject will show that Swedenborg was justi
fied in his statements.

The historians are usually concerned with pointing out that in 
his theory and by his definition Descartes made soul and body to 
be so utterly different that any influence of soul upon body (or 
vice versa) was impossible. But they also charge him with in
consistency, in that he supposes that the soul or mind comes into 
contact with the body in the tiny pineal gland, or “ conarion,”  
which is near the center of the brain; and that the soul can move 
this gland, and through it the animal spirits and the muscles ( Pas
sions of the Soul, I :  xxxiv ). He also supposes that the nerves 
produce certain images or movements on or in this gland, “ which, 
acting immediately upon the soul, cause” sensations (xxx v ). It
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may seem as if this naive theory was for Descartes a recourse of 
despair; as if the small size of the gland could compensate for the 
paradox that body and soul were here in physical contact. And 
Thilly concludes that “ Descartes at times accepts the theory of 
causal interaction without hesitation.’ ’ 1 W olff defines this con
cept of a physical interaction of soul and body as Physical Influx 
— the very opposite of the view which Swedenborg attributes to 
Descartes (PNB, p. 193). And Wolff, like Swedenborg, also 
considers that Physical Influx is “ opposed to the order of nature,” 
in that it would be contrary to the law of conservation of forces or 
energy in the universe (PNB, pp. 194- 195; cp AC 9110). But 
Swedenborg does not, like his contemporaries, speak of the influx 
of the soul into the body as “ physical” influx, although he does 
show that those who do not realize that the body is in itself dead 
“ cannot help concluding, from fallacy . . . even that the life of 
the soul flows into the life of the body or the life of the body into 
the life of the soul” ; in other words, they “ conceive influx as either 
spiritual or natural” (ISB 11). Thus Swedenborg rejects the 
theory of interaction.

Descartes’ T heory

Descartes’ description of the interrelations of soul and body ad
mittedly seems somewhat paradoxical. The soul, he held, was a 
thinking substance devoid of extension and material attributes; 
while the body— including its “ animal spirits”— was a material 
mechanism, and matter or bodily substance was identical with ex
tension (Principles of Philosophy, II :iv, I :liii, I :liv). Each could 
be called a “ substance” because each was independent of the other 
— independent of any other substance than the absolute, i.e., God. 
Since “ all the heat and all the movements which are in us pertain 
only to body” (PS iv), “ it is an error to believe that the soul sup
plies the movement and heat to the body” (PS v ) , for “ all the mem
bers may be moved by the objects of the senses and by the animal 
spirits without the aid of the soul” (art. xvi), thus by a purely 
mechanical reflex action.

But Descartes did not deny that the soul influenced the body;

1 Frank Thilly, A History of Philosophy, Holt & Co., New York, 1951, 
page 311. Compare Frederick Mayer, History of Modern Philosophy, Am. 
Book Co., 1951, page 118.
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and this it did, he explained, through the pineal gland in the center 
of the brain. A  desire in the soul “ has the pow er2 to cause the 
gland to move”  so that it thrusts the animal spirits in the ventricle 
“ towards the pores of the brain which conduct them by the nerves 
into the muscles . . .”  (xli, xliii, xxxiv ). But, he states: “ Our 
desires are of two kinds . . . actions of the soul which terminate 
in the soul itself . . ..and actions [of the soul] which terminate 
in our body, as when, from the simple fact that we have the desire 
to take a walk, it follows that our legs move . . .”  (xviii). Simi
larly, Descartes stated, “ our perceptions are also of two kinds, and 
the one have the soul as a cause and the other the body . . .”  (x ix ). 
As to the latter, he explains that “ the ultimate and most proximate 
cause of the passions of the soul is none other than the agitation 
with which the [animal] spirits move the little gland which is in 
the middle of the brain” (li).

This latter certainly seems like Interaction and Physical Influx. 
Yet Descartes denied that the soul acted mechanically upon the 
body. “ The whole action of the soul consists in this, that solely 
because it desires something it causes the little gland . . .  to 
produce the effect which relates to this desire” (x li). In other 
words, the soul acts by correspondence; it does not supply a 
motion to the body, but merely directs the motion already latent 
in the body!

Cause— and O ccasion

It should be noted especially that when Descartes speaks of the 
nerve impulses as the “ proximate cause” of the soul’s passions or 
sensations (PS li), he uses the term “ cause” in the sense of “ oc
casion.” He explains that “ experience alone leads us to judge 
that such and such ideas, which are now present to our mind, are 
related to certain objects that are out of us; not, in truth, that those 
things transmitted them into our mind by the organs of the senses 
such as we perceive them; but because they transmitted something 
which gave occasion to our mind, by the natural faculty it pos
sesses, to form them at that time rather than at another.” “ Our 
mind, on occasion of certain corporeal movements, with which they 
have no resemblance, is able to represent them to itself.” 3 Thilly

2 Italics here and elsewhere mine. H. L. O.
3 Remarks on the Programme of Regius, cited by A. D. Lindsay on page 

243 of Everyman’s Edition of A Discourse on Method, T. M. Dent, 1920.
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cites a further phrase: “ Thought can be troubled by the organs 
[of sense] without being the product of them.” 4 

This affords Swedenborg a good reason for calling the Cartesian 
theory that of “ Occasional Causes” (I Econ. 649). He says that 
the influx of the soul into the body is called “ occasional, from the 
occasion of things passing (incidentium) into the senses of the 
body” (TCR 695: 3). We take this to mean that, on the occasion 
of certain bodily states, the soul forms for itself ideas which rep
resent or interpret and correspond to the conditions of the outside 
world. That the body should transfer something to the soul, or 
move it mechanically, was utterly contrary to Descartes’ main 
theses, which included the claim that the physical world of which 
the body was a part had a certain quantity of motion given to it 
by creation and that this quantity remained constant.

Swedenborg’s Solution

Descartes’ idea that the soul exerted a directive influence on the 
motions of the body through correspondence alone was incompre
hensible under the Cartesian definitions. For there could be no 
intelligible causal relation between spiritual substance defined as 
“ thought” and matter when conceived as “ extension.”

Swedenborg seems to have dismissed this problem entirely, 
since he postulates a real kinship between the two substances. The 
spiritual, as the Writings describe it, is not only the cause but the 
origin or source of “ whatever exists in the natural world” (A C  
8211: 2, 3483; DLW  134e). It is the efficient cause of natural 
substance, not merely the “ occasional cause” (A E  1206). In fact, 
the spiritual is related to the natural as conatus ( endeavor) is to 
motion (AC 5173, 9473). Matter, Swedenborg postulated, was 
not an unbounded extense into which a quantity of motion was 
introduced at creation; 5 but it was itself a product or form of 
motion. This was the main thesis of his Principia. The firsts of 
nature were points of energy in which the only real thing was a

4 Thilly, op. cit., p. 311.
5 Descartes in PP I I : xxxvi, which is cited by Latta, in Leibnitz: The 

Monadology, Oxford Clarendon Press, 1898, p. 88: “ It is none other than 
God Himself, who in the beginning created matter along with motion and 
rest, and now by His ordinary ‘concourse’ alone preserves in the whole the 
same amount of motion and rest that He then placed in it. . . .”
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creative conatus, even as the only real thing in motion is conatus 
(Cp. AC 8911, 5173, D LW  197). He was therefore inclined to 
call them “ metaphysical”  points. And in the Writings this prin
ciple is reiterated. Matter originates from spiritual primitives 
(T C R  280: 8, 79: 7 ). It is the presence of the spiritual that 
actually maintains “ all things that exist in the natural world.” 
They are, as to every individual thing, effects produced by the 
spiritual as a cause (A E  1207, D LW  134). The spiritual inflows 
into the natural without being itself a part of the natural.

Since matter was formed by a conatus, and the body by the 
soul, Swedenborg found no difficulty in accepting Descartes’ propo
sition that the soul could inflow into the body and direct its motions 
although the soul added nothing to the body’s energy. Nor could 
his system allow for any ‘physical influx,’ or conversion of cor
poreal motions into thoughts. He agreed with Descartes that 
thought is not a product of the physical sense organs, although 
the changes in the brain were occasions for the formation of ideas 
in the mind.

“ OCCASIONALISTS”  VERSUS DESCARTES

The problem still remains as to why Swedenborg should identify 
the approved Spiritual Influx with the system of Occasional Causes 
which the followers of Descartes developed and espoused. It is 
not enough to cite J. E. Erdmann, who pointed out that when 
Arnold Geulinxc propounded what historians describe as Occa
sionalism, “ all the prominent Cartesians readily adopted his views. 
. . . People accordingly have been quite justified in always re
garding Occasionalism as the true Cartesian doctrine.” 6 Whether 
Descartes himself would have been forced by ignorance to resort 
to Occasionalism or not, Swedenborg certainly knew better. Oc
casionalism, as the historians present it, is not Descartes’ doctrine, 
but is based on a denial of the possibility of that Spiritual Influx 
which Swedenborg held as the order and law of creation.

And Swedenborg must have known this full well, as we see from 
his extensive quotations in his Codex 36, now published as A 
Philosopher’s Note Book.

Swedenborg’s contemporaries described Occasionalism variously. 
W olff (1679-1754) attributed it to Descartes and Malebranche

6 J. E. Erdmann, History of Philosophy, London 1897, vol. 2, page 29.
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and Sturmius, and defined it as a system which explains the com
merce between soul and body “ by harmonious modifications im
mediately effected by God.” “ God modifies the soul for the benefit 
of the body, and the body for the benefit of the soul” (PN B, pp. 
95f ). The volition of the soul merely furnishes God with an 
occasion for producing corresponding motions in the body, while 
the material changes in the sensories of the body furnish God with 
an occasion for producing perceptions in the mind. Modern 
authors regard this theory as a form of Parallelism which later 
gave rise to the Pre-established Harmony of Leibnitz as well as 
to the psycho-physical monism of Spinoza— both objected to by 
Swedenborg.

Wolff further notes that according to Cartesian principles the 
same quantity of motions must be preserved in nature. Thus God 
cannot produce a new motion of the animal spirits on the occasion 
of a volition in the mind, but can only change the direction of such 
of them as are already set in motion (PNB, p. 200). But Clau- 
berg (1622-1665), whom Swedenborg, strange to say, does not 
quote, held that it was sufficient that the soul had actually been 
given the Divinely provided power to direct the movements of the 
body as a rider controls his horse, even though any interaction 
between mind and matter was impossible.7 Matter, it was ad
mitted, could have no causal influence upon mind. But things 
sensed could be the “ occasioning causes”  of states of mind. “ It 
is the animus that perceives, not the sense organ.”

Clauberg’s concept comes very close to the view of certain Car
tesian spirits described by Swedenborg with approval in a relation 
from the other life. For they held that it is perception that causes 
sensation, and “ perception is of the soul, not of the organs” of 
sense (ISB 19). Swedenborg knew the stress that Tourneminius 
(1661-1739) had placed on the idea that “ the soul cannot prevent 
itself from feeling its own action” in the body (PNB, p. 192). 
Many Cartesians also took it for granted that the soul was present 
in the body and ruled it without transferring any physical force 
into the body, simply supplying purpose and direction and organ
ization; and that the soul could sense the state of the body without 
any physical influx from body to soul. And this may have been

7 See Albert G. A. Balz, Cartesian Studies, Columbia Univ. Press, 1951 
PP. 177ff.
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the ground for the statement in the work on influx that “ since 
spiritual influx is from order and its laws . . . therefore this in
flux has been acknowledged and received by the wise in the learned 
world in preference to the other two hypotheses” (ISB 2).

Swedenborg on O ccasionalism

Already in his Economy Swedenborg emphasizes that “ the soul 
does not flow into the actions of its body except by intermediates; 
nor by a continuous medium, but as it were by a ladder divided 
into steps” ; and he adds: “ Therefore there is no Occasionality of 
Causes and Physical Influx” (1 Econ. 649). His meaning seems 
to be that influx must occur by discrete degrees and in a series from 
the higher to the lower. In this he differs from those whom W olff 
called Occasionalists, who picture God as causing or arousing mo
tion directly in the body, as it were bypassing the degrees of the 
soul and mind and the intricate organics of the cortical substances. 
He also condemns Physical Influx. Later he states: “ Therefore 
there is no Pre-established Harmony.”  Instead, he adds, there 
is a “ co-established harmony of all things in the same series, so 
that they mutually correspond to each other” (1 Econ. 625, 647 ).

In his Rational Psychology, Swedenborg strongly opposes Phys
ical Influx. “ The natural cannot inflow into the spiritual. The 
rational man does not of himself find out that which is purely 
spiritual. The intellectory is the first form of nature . . . but 
the soul is spiritual and above the natural although through the 
pure intellect it operates that which is natural”  (RPs. 166). 
When the intellectory undergoes changes, the soul which formed 
that intellectory perceives the change of its state as something 
outside of herself. But neither the soul nor the pure intellect is 
instructed by sense-experience (ibid.). Yet it is the soul that 
sensates, i.e., gives to the body its power of sensation; and this 
by a real presence of the soul in the body (RPs. 174), not by any 
communication or “ influx,”  unless by influx we mean a natural 
correspondence which is “ pre-established” between the soul and 
the intellect. The three theories of the intercourse of soul and 
body could be reconciled if only the paths and different modes of 
communication be properly understood as being effected by cor
respondence. For it is really not an influx of entities but of the 
harmony (RPs. 167).
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The same idea seems to be present in Swedenborg’s later warn
ings that the spiritual influx which he teaches must not be pictured 
as is the pouring of wine into cups (TC R  695 : 4 ). The general 
law of influx is therefore given, that “ influx is effected by means of 
correspondences, and cannot be effected by what is continuous” 
(D LW  88), but by discrete degrees (H H  211).

Swedenborg’s T heological Position

It is notable that W olff did not regard the existence of a har
mony between soul and body as a philosophical hypothesis, but as 
a commonly acknowledged fact (PN B, p. 189). He also pointed 
out that if both soul and body were physical, or if both were 
spiritual, there would arise no problem as to their intercourse. 
And it was not until Swedenborg, in the Economy and increasingly 
afterwards, began to realize that the soul was a spiritual essence—  
distinct from the spirituous fluid, its natural agent— that he felt 
any need to defend the principle of Spiritual Influx.

Swedenborg’s dualism is emphasized in the theological Writings 
wherever influx is treated of. In the work on influx (ISB  1) he 
defines the three possible traditional opinions: a) Physical Influx 
— a concept based on the “ appearance”  that the objects or impres
sion of the senses flow into the thought and produce it. b) 
Spiritual Influx— called by some “ occasional influx” ; which is 
from order and its law, “ since the soul is a spiritual substance, 
purer, prior, more interior,”  while the body is material, and there
fore grosser, posterior, exterior; and it is according to order that 
the purer should flow into the grosser, thus the spiritual into the 
material, and the mind “ into the sight according to the state induced 
on the eyes from the objects.”  c) Pre-established Harmony—  
a hypothesis deduced from the fallacies of reason when the truth 
is ignored that “ successive operation is influx, and simultaneous 
operation is harmony, as when the mind thinks and afterwards 
speaks, or when it wills and afterwards acts (ISB 1; cp. LJ post. 
264).

While the wise among the learned had given preference to 
Spiritual Influx, still, they received it only as a hypothesis, since 
they were in “ ignorance of what the soul is, ignorance of what the 
spiritual is, and ignorance of what influx is” ! (ISB 2) Sweden
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borg’s purpose in this little work was to remedy this lack and 
show that the spiritual world is discretely distinct from the natural 
and exists and subsists from its own sun; that the influx of God 
takes place through the spiritual world and actuates it in all its 
parts” (no. 3).

Swedenborg therefore speaks first of the spiritual sun, and of 
the spiritual things thence derived, of which “ the extension of 
space cannot be predicated” (no. 5). He then notes that the 
erudite have treated of spiritual influx from the soul into the body, 
but not of the influx from God into the soul and through that into 
the rational mind and through this into the body (nos. 8, 18). He 
explains that the soul— meaning the human inmost— is “ a superior 
spiritual substance” which, as the inmost receptacle, receives life 
immediately from God; while the mind, as a lower spiritual sub
stance, “ receives the influx from God mediately through the spir
itual world” (no. 8 ).

The spiritual clothes itself with the natural, which is in itself 
dead and grows old like a garment. But the soul, as a spiritual 
substance, has nothing in common with the changes of nature. 
Unless this is realized, men cannot but conclude falsely that the soul 
lives per se and the body per se, and that between the life of the 
two there is a Pre-established Harmony; or even that there is an 
interaction so that influx is both spiritual and natural. Yet the 
truth is that the posterior never acts except from what is prior 
(no. 11).

To enable the influx from God to operate into the soul and 
mind of man, there are, Swedenborg explains, three degrees in 
the spiritual world as well as in the natural. Thus there are three 
spiritual atmospheres, which are substantial, even as the three 
natural atmospheres are, from their origin in the natural sun, 
material (no. 16). W e must not terminate our ideas “ in the atoms 
of Epicurus, the monads of Leibnitz, or in the simple substances 
of W olff” which are supposedly so final that if divided they fall into 
nothing! For in that case we exclude from our thought the idea 
of a spiritual influx. Hence it is not known but that the spiritual 
is a tenuous natural and that the soul is but a breath of wind (no. 
17).

That this idea was present in the thoughts of the learned, which
ever of the three theories of influx they professed, is a complaint
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voiced by Swedenborg in one of his relations, where he states 
that even when they call their influx spiritual, they understand 
by ‘spiritual’ merely a purer natural. “ Each thinks concerning 
his influx that it is within nature!” (T C R  695) For they know 
nothing about the spiritual world.

And so Swedenborg concludes the argument of his work on 
influx by saying: “ That it may be fully known what spiritual influx 
is and what its quality is, it is necessary to know what the Spiritual 
is in its essence and what the Natural, as also what the Human 
Soul is.” Therefore “ it is important to consult some memorabilia 
inserted in the work Conjugial Love about the Spiritual (nos. 
326-329), about the Human Soul (no. 315), and about the Influx 
of Spiritual things into Natural (no. 380), and further, nos. 415- 
422.” (ISB 18)

Swedenborg and the Cartesians

That Descartes, after death, was not an “ interactionist,”  but held 
to his initial perception of Spiritual Influx, seems indicated from 
the memorable relation telling how his school of thought won the 
acclaim of the angel (see ISB 19). Swedenborg’s criticism of 
the prevailing ignorance about the spiritual world and the soul 
made no exception of the Cartesians, however. And the fact that 
the Cartesian view was often called Occasional Influx suggests 
that Swedenborg saw a certain truth even in the views of those 
who had despaired of explaining the relations of soul and body 
except by the immediate intercession of God, and thus by falling 
back on a miracle. The Writings note that wherever there is a 
mediate influx there is also an immediate influx (A C  7004). By 
a direct influx— apart from angels or spirits or human minds—  
the Lord maintains the substance of nature in an order which 
allows a correspondence between soul and body. This induced 
order may, as one writer 8 suggests, act as a catalyst for corre
sponding activities. The phenomenon of catalytic agency may 
illustrate the operations of “ occasional causes” : the concept that 
the soul can form for itself ideas corresponding to bodily changes 
although these bodily conditions are not the efficient causes of the 
ideas.

8 Baltz, op. cit., p. 321.
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While the Occasionalists were unable to see how there could be 
any direct operation of the soul upon the body, they did evade both 
Physical Influx, which leads to materialism, and the theory of 
Pre-established Harmony, which leads to a concept of pre-destina
tion. They needed a new concept of dualism; and this Sweden
borg has supplied in his doctrine of degrees and his view of the 
relation of the spiritual to the natural as conatus is related to mo
tion. From the religious aspect, the hypothesis of Occasional 
Causes is therefore relatively harmless. And this may help to 
explain why Swedenborg does not mind retaining the title “ Oc
casional Influx” for Descartes’ position, even though the later 
Cartesians used the term for their non-causal parallelism.

TH E SH APE OF TH E  EARTH  

K enneth R ose

One of the earliest reasons presented to justify the launching 
of artificial satellites was their potential contribution to the science 
of geodesy. The shape of the earth has been measured by many 
different methods in the past, and each has shortcomings that 
have kept the most accurate determinations beyond man’s reach. 
A  close artificial satellite is capable of filling the void between 
measurements made from the earth’s surface and those made by 
observations of celestial bodies. It gains perspective without 
losing proximity, and shows by its behavior in orbit the variations 
in the gravitational attraction acting upon it.

The first successful Vanguard satellite, 1958 Beta 2, has spent 
a year in an elliptical orbit that it traverses in a little over two 
hours. About four thousand times it has traveled from a position 
400 miles above the earth’s surface to another, 2500 miles up on 
the opposite side, and back again. Fluctuations in its orbit have 
demonstrated that gravity is not the same the world over, nor 
even a simple function of latitude. But through the inconsistencies 
there has been observed a persistent variation from the expected 
orbit, from which is inferred the first discovery in satellite geodesy: 
The earth is “ slightly pear-shaped.”

A  geometer would recoil at this usage. Adjectives describing 
shape should not be modified or compared; either it is pear-shaped
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